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Abstract  

(Poly)ethylene   terephthalate   (PET),   a   plastic   used   in   disposable   water   bottles,   significantly  

contributes   to   ocean   pollution.   An   engineered   strain   of    Bacillus   tianshenii ,   a   gram-positive,  

spore-forming,   halotolerant   bacteria,   which   would   contain   the   gene   for   plastic-degrading   enzyme  

PETase,   can   be   utilized   for   the   bioremediation   of   PET.   The   bacteria,   in   their   inactive   spore   form,  

would   be   placed   alongside   dried   nutrients   underneath   a   full-length   water   bottle   label.   Upon  

exposure   to   the   high   salinity   conditions   of   the   ocean,   the   bacteria   would   germinate   and   produce  

PETase,   degrading   the   bottle   and   label.   Due   to   limitations   of   a   high   school   laboratory,   proof   of  

concept   experiments   will   be   conducted   without   transforming    Bacillus .   Producing   PETase   and  

Leaf   Compost   Cutinase,   another   plastic   degrading   enzyme,   via   a   cell-free   system   or   expression  

in    E.   coli    would   allow   for   their   use   in   functional   assays   to   measure   the   degradation   ability   of  

each   enzyme   on   various   plastic   substrates   under   differing   conditions   of   temperature   and   salinity.   



Problem  

Due   to   its   convenience,   (poly)ethylene   terephthalate   (PET)   is   a   prominent   plastic   used   in  

wrappers,   bottles,   and   more.   However,   plastic   takes   an   average   of   1,000   years   to   decompose,  

meaning   every   piece   of   plastic   ever   produced   is   still   on   Earth   (Jackson,   2015).   Therefore,   plastic  

products   are   not   environmentally   responsible—an   estimated   5.25   trillion   pieces   of   plastic   float   in  

our   oceans,   and   make   up   60   to   90%   of   all   marine   debris   studied   (Surfers   Against   Sewage,   n.d.).  

Sea   turtles   and   seabirds   often   mistake   floating   plastic   bags   for   food   and   can   suffocate   or   starve  

(Reddy,   2018).   Plastic   debris   can   also   obstruct   fishing   boat   motors   and   result   in   the   damage   or  

loss   of   fishing   equipment,   causing   fishing   and   tourism   industries   to   suffer.   

These   problems   have   pushed   scientists   to   research   eliminating   plastic   waste.   The   bacteria  

Ideonella   sakaiensis    201-F6   has   a   gene   for   the   enzyme   PETase,   which   degrades   PET   (Yoshida,   et  

al.,   2016).    I.   sakaiensis    201-F6   hydrolyzed   a   thin   layer   of   PET   film   in   an   average   of   6   weeks  

(Coghlan,   2016).   Leaf   Compost   Cutinase   (LCC),   another   enzyme,   is   also   able   to   degrade   PET  

(Csicsery,   2012).  

Plastic   has   become   a   modern   challenge;   industry   pressures   and   consumer   needs   for  

inexpensive   products   have   made   it   difficult   to   adopt   alternatives.   Thus,   it   is   necessary   to   develop  

an   environmentally   responsible   solution   while   maintaining   the   convenience   of   plastic.  

 

Background  

A   solution   to   decrease   plastics   entering   our   oceans   is   bioplastics,   which   are   made   from  

sustainable   materials   and   are   biodegradable.   However,   their   production   process   is   more   harmful  

to   the   environment   than   traditional   plastics,   as   it   releases   more   pollutants   into   the   environment,  



contributes   to   ozone   depletion,   and   requires   large   amounts   of   land   that   could   be   better   purposed  

for   food   production.   Furthermore,   to   biodegrade,   these   plastics   require   certain   conditions,   often  

of   high   heat   and   composting   facilities.   The   infrastructure   for   this   process   does   not   exist   in   most  

countries   and   cities.   Therefore,   bioplastics   often   end   up   in   the   recycling   stream,   where   they  

contaminate   batches   of   recyclable   plastics.   Lastly,   bioplastics   can   be   20   to   50%   more   expensive  

than   traditional   plastics.   This   means   that   they   are   costly   for   companies   and   unappealing   to  

consumers   because   of   the   cost   and   environmental   damage   (Cho,   2017).  

The   increasing   trend   of   environmental   consciousness   has   led   to   significant   strides   in  

removing   plastic   from   the   ocean.   Innovations   such   as   Mr.   Trash   Wheel,   a   solar-powered   machine  

that   prevents   trash   from   entering   Chesapeake   Bay   in   Baltimore,   Maryland,   USA   (Snow,   2017),  

and   volunteer-based   cleanup   organizations   such   as   4Ocean,   have   received   public   support   and  

succeeded   in   reducing   plastic   in   our   oceans.   However,   the   removed   trash   often   ends   up   in  

landfills.   Therefore,   the   pollution   is   being   relocated,   not   eliminated.  

 

Design  

In   our   design,   we   plan   to   engineer   the   gene   for   PETase,   a   PET-degrading   enzyme,   into  

Bacillus   tianshenii ,   a   marine   isolate   of   the    Bacillus    genus.   PETase   degrades   PET   into   organic,  

environmentally   benign   compounds   ethylene   glycol   and   terephthalic   acid,   both   of   which   are  

naturally   occuring   in   the   ocean.   We   have   designed   a   plasmid   with   the   gene   for   PETase   and   plan  

to   conduct   a   transformation   experiment   with    B.   tianshenii .   Our   design   consists   of   a   standard   PET  

water   bottle,   a   full-length   PET   label,   and   our   engineered   strain   of    B.   tianshenii    to   be   placed  

between   the   label   and   the   bottle,   along   with   dried   nutrients.   



B.   tianshenii    grows   optimally   at   30°C   and   pH   7.0   in   the   presence   of   2–4 %   NaCl.   It   can  

withstand   pH   6.0–9.0,   10°C–50°C,   and   growth   can   occur   in   the   presence   of   0–7%   NaCl.  

Additionally,   it   produces   endospores   in   inhospitable   environments,   rendering   itself   inactive  

(Jiang,   et   al.,   2014).   Therefore,   ocean   conditions   match    B.   tianshenii ’s   optimal   conditions   for  

growth,   and   outside   these   conditions,   the   bacteria   would   form   endospores—including   when   the  

water   bottle   is   in   use.   The   label   would   act   as   a   barrier   between   the   bottle’s   user   and    B.   tianshenii .  

If   the   user   were   to   come   in   contact   with   the   bacteria,   it   is   likely   that   no   harm   would   be   done,   as  

B.   tianshenii    is   nonpathogenic   and   would   be   inactive   in   its   spore   form.   Exposure   to   low-salinity  

water,   such   as   condensation   or   sweat,   would   be   insufficient   conditions   for    B.   tianshenii    to  

germinate.   Additionally,    B.   tianshenii    can   form   a   biofilm   with   the   bottle   as   a   substrate,   making   it  

unlikely   that   the   bacteria   would   wash   off   the   bottle   in   the   ocean   before   the   bottle   is   degraded.  

By   maintaining   the   pre-existing   design   of   a   plastic   water   bottle,   our   solution   would   be  

cheaper   to   implement   than   bioplastics.   It   would   not   significantly   increase   the   price   of   plastic  

bottles   for   families,   as   bacteria   are   cheap   to   culture   and   would   result   in   an   economy   of   scale.  

Furthermore,   bacteria   can   be   cultured   in   crude   medium,   and   in   contrast   to   bioplastics,   their  

production   does   not   require   pollutants   or   high   use   of   land.  

Plastic   manufacturers   receive   significant   negative   publicity   for   their   role   in   producing  

disposable   bottles.   With   this   solution,   companies   will   be   retaining   a   high   selling   product   while  

also   partaking   in   a   positive   effort   to   decrease   plastic   pollution   and   improving   their   public   image.  

We   surveyed   200   people   asking   if   they   would   purchase   a   bottle   with   our   engineered  

bacteria   considering   the   benefits   to   the   environment,   estimated   cost,   and   safety   features—81.5%  

of   respondents   said   they   would   buy   our   bottle.   Additionally,   when   asked   for   their   greatest  



incentive   for   buying   water   from   a   particular   company,   almost   half   of   surveyed   respondents  

selected   the   option,   “It   would   mean   helping   people   or   the   environment   through   [their]   purchase.”  

Consumers   feel   that   they   are   making   a   change   in   buying   a   bottle   with   our   technology,   and   would  

see   direct   benefits,   such   as   when   they   are   relaxing   at   beaches   without   viewing   shored-up   trash.   

Our   idea   can   also   eliminate   pre-existing   plastic   by   repurposing   our   bacteria   to   be   released  

on   trash   gyres   or   in   landfills.   Therefore,   implementing   the   technology   of   our   engineered   bacteria  

would   be   beneficial   and   more   feasible   than   current   solutions   to   plastic   pollution.  

 

Discussions  

We   recognize   that   the   exact   effects   of   our   bacteria   on   the   ecosystem   cannot   be   predicted,  

and   for   this   reason,   we   plan   to   conduct   an   environmental   impact   analysis   regarding   the   potential  

effects   of   our   design   on   the   ocean   and   marine   life,   using   a   model   of   the   ocean   microenvironment.  

To   engineer   the   bacteria   for   our   design,   we   intend   to   use    Bacillus   tianshenii    as   our  

chassis.   However,    Bacillus    is   difficult   to   work   with   without   years   of   experience   and   a   designated  

Bacillus    laboratory.   As   high   school   students,   we   have   neither   the   skills   nor   the   resources   to  

engineer    B.   tianshenii .   If   we   were   to   conduct   transformation   experiments   to   express   the   enzymes  

in    B.   tianshenii ,   cell   culture   and   protein   purification   would   be   challenging   with   our   limited  

resources   and   lack   of   experience.   We   would   instead   like   to   conduct   proof   of   concept   experiments  

on   the   enzymes   PETase   and   LCC   to   determine   their   ability   to   degrade   plastics   under   various  

conditions,   including   marine   environments.   We   will   use   either    Escherichia   coli    or   a   cell-free  

system   to   express   the   genes   for   PETase   and   LCC.  



Moreover,   the   gene   for   PETase,   originally   from    Ideonella   sakaiensis,    is   not   easily  

compatible   with    Bacillus    species,   as    I.   sakaiensis    is   gram-negative   and    Bacillus    is   gram-positive.  

If   transformed   into    B.   tianshenii ,   it   is   unlikely   that   PETase   would   be   expressed   and   fold  

correctly.   Our   plans   to   use    E.   coli    or   a   cell-free   system   would   eliminate   these   issues.  

We   will   express   the   genes   using   the   BioBits   cell-free   system,   using   plasmids   we   have  

created   by   inserting   the   genes   for   each   of   the   enzymes   into   the   vector   pJL1   (Jewett,   n.d.),   which  

contains   the   T7   promoter   and   terminator   necessary   for   compatibility   with   the   BioBits   system.   We  

have   integrated   a   PETase   double-mutant   gene,   optimized   for   expression   in    E.   coli    (Beckham,  

n.d.),   as   well   as   a   superfolder   Green   Fluorescent   Protein   (sfGFP)   with   a   his   tag   (Mehl,   n.d.)   into  

the   pJL1   backbone   (Fig.   1).   We   have   also   created   a   plasmid   with   the   pJL1   backbone,   LCC   gene,  

and   sfGFP   with   a   his   tag   (Fig.   2).   By   adding   sfGFP,   we   can   determine   if   the   plasmid   is   being  

expressed,   and   using   the   his   tag,   we   can   quantify   the   amount   of   enzyme   produced   using   a  

western   blot.  

 



 

(Figure   1)   Our   designed   plasmid,   including   the   pJL1   vector   and   the   double-mutant   PETase   gene  

with   sfGFP   and   his   tag.  



 

(Figure   2)   Our   designed   plasmid,   including   the   pJL1   vector   and   the   LCC   gene   with   sfGFP   and  

his   tag.  

 

It   is   plausible   that   using   5-20mL   of   the   BioBits   system,   which   is   the   standard   amount  

provided   in   a   kit   to   express   GFP,   will   not   produce   enough   enzyme   to   perform   a   functional   assay.   

Alternatively,   we   may   express   these   enzymes   in   BL21   (DE3)   competent    E.   coli    (Biolabs,  

n.d.).   This   strain   is   commonly   used   to   express   genes   with   the   T7   promoter   and   terminator,   which  

are   in   our   design.   Also,   the   PETase   gene   and   pJL1   vector   are   codon   optimized   for   expression   in  

E.   coli    (Beckham,   n.d.).   A   transformation   experiment   with    E.   coli    is   also   more   likely   to   be  

successful   than   one   using    B.   tianshenii    given   our   skills   and   resources   in   a   high   school   setting.  



We   plan   to   conduct   functional   assays   to   analyze   PETase   and   LCC’s   efficiency   in   breaking  

down   three   substrates   under   varying   conditions   of   temperature   and   salinity.   Two   of   the   substrates  

are   plastics:   PET   and   (poly)butylene-ß-ketoadipate-co-terephthalate   (PßKAT).   The   third  

substrate   is   pNPa,   an   acceptable   replacement   substrate   for   PET   in   assays,   useful   because   the  

crystalline   structure   of   pNPa   may   be   easier   to   degrade   than   that   of   PET.   We   plan   to   measure   the  

mass   of   the   assay   in   order   to   assess   its   degradation.   

Since   our   immediate   goals   are   to   conduct   proof   of   concept   experiments,   we   will   not   be  

commercially   releasing   these   products   into   the   environment   or   market.   In   a   high   school   setting,  

we   recognize   that   there   are   limitations   to   how   far   we   can   investigate,   and   hope   to   perform  

experimentation   to   the   best   of   our   ability   with   the   help   of   other   scientists,   engineers,   and   industry  

leaders.   We   hope   to   build   on   our   proof   of   concept   experiments   and   eventually   integrate   our   idea  

into   the   real   world,   helping   to   eliminate   plastic   and   saving   our   oceans.   
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VIII. Michael   Edgar   is   a   part   of   the   science   department   faculty   at   Milton   Academy.   He   helped  

us   locate   potential   sources   for   LCC,   and   advised   us   on   how   we   may   integrate   our   genes  

into   the   pJL1   backbone   and   assemble   our   DNA   on   Benchling.  

IX. Stephen   Chinosi,   the   Director   of   Strategic   Innovation   of   Andover   Public   Schools,   and  

Alex   Zeng,   a   3D   Printing   Intern,   worked   with   us   to   create   a   visual   model   of   our   design  

using   TinkerCAD   and   the   Andover   High   School   Innovation   Lab’s   3D   printers.   They  

generously   provided   us   with   the   materials   and   expertise   we   needed.   The   models   we  

created   are   made   of   a   water   soluble   polymer   called   PVA,   and   served   as   a   visual   for   us   to  

demonstrate   how   our   final   product   would   act.   

X. Dr.   Natalie   Kuldell,   the   Founder   and   Executive   Director   of   the   BioBuilder   Educational  

Foundation,   has   supported   us   and   our   project   through   presentations,   media   coverage,   and  

research.   This   project   was   accomplished   through   participation   in   the   BioBuilderClub,   an  

after-school   program   organized   by   the   BioBuilder   Educational   Foundation.    BioBuilder  

Club   engages   high   school   teams   around   the   world   to   combine   engineering   approaches  

and   scientific   know-how   to   design,   build,   and   test   their   own   project   ideas   using   synthetic  

biology.  

 

 


